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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

™

A Community Celebrating Life

Eden’s Wellspring was established as a 501(c)(3) organization in 2013. Founded by the
mother and primary care giver of a critical care young adult with a short term life
prognosis, she sought to address the needs of the growing population of physically
disabled young adults in the same situation as her son. With advances in medical
treatment, many critical care young people 18 and older are living longer and are moving
into adulthood with limited options. Lacking has been an alternate home care
environment that provides for social interaction, recreational opportunities, and
maturation and relationship development within their own age group, while also
providing for their extensive life support needs.
The mission of Eden’s Wellspring is to become the premiere model for the 10 residents or
less category of critical care group homes in Arizona by addressing this need. Taking a
holistic approach, the residents are encouraged to grow into their own identities and
experience the best of life possible as they transition from childhood to adult. Just as
important, it provides much needed emotional and physical relief to parents who are the
primary care givers of these young adults.
There is currently a waiting list for the less than handful of existing group homes in
Arizona who offer services to this challenging population group. These homes are limited
in scope and do not provide for the social, relational and maturation needs, or the
recreational desires of these young adults. These young people are often isolated, lonely,
and are frequently mixed with a senior population.
Eden’s Wellspring is committed to seeing these young people reach their full potential and
is in the early stages of gathering funds and seeking Grant Opportunities for Phase One
Property Acquisition and Development with a goal of $6,646,289. We have currently
raised $67,000. We are committed to being debt-free at every stage of development.
Phase One includes the following needs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Property Purchase, Closing Costs and Property Tax Escrow
Ranch Management Yearly Cost Escrow
Class A Semi Primitive Road Repair and Culvert Construction
Design and Construction of a Zero Net Energy Living Space and Landscaping
Planning, Design and Construction of Water Reclamation/Reuse System
Fire Suppression and Resident Video Monitoring Systems
Licensing and Miscellaneous Fees.

Eden’s Wellspring believes that, with your help, we can make a tremendous impact on an
under-served and marginalized group of critical care young adults and their parents/care
givers. Together, we can make a difference.
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